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We study the convolution oscillatory singular integral operator Tf s p.v. V) f ,
 . i q x .  .with V x s e K x , where q is a real-valued polynomial of a real variable, of
degree d G 2, and K is a Calderon]Zygmund-type kernel. We prove that thisÂ
Ç0, 1operator extends to an operator that maps the Besov space B into the Hardy-type1
space H 1. Q 1998 Academic Press0
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years several results concerning the boundedness of oscillatory
singular integral operators have appeared in the literature. The operator
of interest here is a convolution operator of the form Tf s p.v. V) f , with
 . i q x .  .V x s e K x , where q is a real-valued polynomial of a real variable
and K is a Calderon]Zygmund-type kernel. Similar operators are studiedÂ
w x w xin 1 and 3 .
w x ` n  4.In 1 the phase function q g C R _ 0 is real-valued and satisfies
< a < < < by < a <D q x F C x 1.1 .  .a
< <for every multi-index a with a F M and x / 0, where M and b are
positive integers, and
< < < < by1=q x G C x . 1.2 .  .
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n  4 1In this same paper the kernel K : R _ 0 ª R is said to be of type
 .k, m if for every x / 0,
< a < < <yky < a <D K x F C x , 1.3 .  .a
< <for every multi-index a with a F m, where C is a constant that dependsa
w xon a but not on x. The result in 1 , which is of interest to us, is the
following.
 .THEOREM 1.4. For k s 1, 2, 3, . . . and p s nr n q k , let m G kb q nk
 .  .and let K be a kernel of type n, k q 1 near the origin and of type m, k q 1
away from the origin. In addition, suppose K satisfies the cancellation condi-
 .tion p.v. H K x dx s 0, for some « ) 0. Then the con¨olution oscilla-< x < F «
tory singular integral operator Tf s p.v. V) f is bounded on H p, for p F p -0 k
` n  4.  .  .1, pro¨ided q g C R _ 0 satisfies 1.1 and 1.2 , where b ) 0, b / 1,
and M G k q 1.
p w xThe space H of this theorem is the Hardy-type space defined in 5 and0
discussed below.
w x 2 n  4.In 3 the phase function q g C R _ 0 is real-valued and satisfies
 .  .conditions 1.1 and 1.2 with M s 2. Furthermore, K is a Calderon]Â
w xZygmund kernel. The result in 3 , which is of interest to us, is the
following.
THEOREM 1.5. When n s 1, Tf s p.v. V) f extends to a bounded opera-
Ç0, 1 2 1 .tor in the space B if and only if T is a bounded operator on L R .1
Ç0, 1 w xThe space B of this theorem is the Besov space defined in 3 and1
discussed below.
In this study we are interested in the convolution oscillatory singular
integral operator
Tf x s p.v. eiq xyy .K x y y f y dy , 1.6 .  .  .  .H
1R
 . d lwhere q x s  a x is a real-valued polynomial of degree d G 2 andls0 l
 .K is a kernel of type 1, 2 that satisfies a cancellation condition. The
 .significant feature of this study is that the phase function in 1.6 , the
 .polynomial q, may not satisfy condition 1.2 , a condition that is necessary
in the proofs of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 above. Our main result is the
following.
 . d lTHEOREM 1.7. Let q x s  a x be a real-¨ alued polynomial ofls0 l
 .degree d G 2, and suppose K is a kernel of type 1, 2 that satisfies the
 .cancellation condition p.v. H K x dx s 0, for some « ) 0. Then there< x < F «
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exists a constant C such that
5 5 1 5 5 0 , 1Tf F C f 1.8 .ÇH B0 1
Ç0, 1for e¨ery f g B , where C is independent of f.1
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section
1 Ç0, 1we give definitions of the Hardy-type space H and the Besov space B .0 1
In Section 3 we present the proof of Theorem 1.7, along with the
statements of three necessary lemmas. We postpone the discussion of the
proofs of these lemmas until Section 4.
Throughout this paper, the letter C will denote a constant, the value of
which may change with each appearance.
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
In this section we present definitions of the Hardy-type space H 1 and0
Ç0, 1the Besov space B .1
1 w xThe Hardy-type space H was studied first by Han 5 in the setting of0
1 w x nR and later by Chen and Fan 1 in the setting of R for n G 1. In this
study we are interested in the setting R1.
If 1 - q F ` and s G 0, then a measurable function a: R1 ª C is called
 .  . 1a 1, 1, q, s atom centered at x if there exists an interval I x , r ; R ,0 0
with center x and radius r, such that0
supp a ; I x , r , 2.1 .  .  .0
x ja x dx s 0 for every integer 0 F j F s, 2.2 .  .H
1R
5 5 q 1 1r qy1a F r , 2.3 .L R .
and
5 5 q 1 1r qy2a9 F r , 2.4 .L R .
where the derivative is in the distributional sense. For the same values of q
and s as above, we define the atomic Hardy-type space, H 1, q, s, as the0
 1. 1collection of all f g S9 R , the tempered distributions in R , that can be
written as
`
f s l a , 2.5 . j j
js1
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 4` ` < <  .where l satisfies  l - ` and each a is a 1, 1, q, s atom.j js1 js1 j j
 .Convergence of 2.5 is in the distributional sense. If we define the norm of
5 5 1, q, s  ` < <.such an f as f s inf  l , where the infimum is taken over allH js1 j0
 . 1, q, ssums 2.5 , then H becomes a Banach space.0
 1. 1Now suppose that w g S R , the Schwartz class of functions in R ,
 . b1satisfies H w x dx s 0. The generalized Lusin function S is defined asR w
 .1r bq1dy dtbq1b < <S f x s f )w y 2.6 .  .  .  .Hw t 2 /t .G x
 1.  .  . 2 < < 4for b G 0 and f g S 9 R , where G x s y, t g R : x y y - t andq
 . y1  y1 . 1  1.w y s t w t y for y g R , and t ) 0. If s G 0 and w g S R satis-t
 .  1 < < 4 ` <  . < 2 .fies supp w ; x g R : x - 1 , H w xt dtrt / 0 for every x / 0,Ã0
j  .1and H x w x dx s 0 for every integer 0 F j F s, then we define theR
1  1.Hardy-type space H to be the collection of all f g S 9 R that satisfy0
5 5 1 5 0 5 1 1 w xf s S f - `. The following theorem can be found in 5 .H L R .w0
THEOREM 2.7. Let 1 - q F ` and s G 0.
 .  .i For any 1, 1, q, s atom a, there exists a constant C, independent of
5 0 5 1 1a, such that S a F C.L R .w
 . 1 1, q, s 5 5 1, q, s 5 5 1 1ii H s H and f f f for e¨ery f g H .H H0 0 00 0
Ç0, 1 w xWe define the Besov space B as in 3 . Suppose 1 F q F `. A1
1  .measurable function a: R ª C is called a 1, q Besov atom if there exists
 . 1an interval I x , r ; R with center x and radius r such that0 0
supp a ; I x , r , 2.8 .  .  .0
5 5 q 1 1r qy1a F r , 2.9 .L R .
5 5 q 1 1r qy2a9 F r , 2.10 .L R .
5 5 q 1 1r qy3a0 F r , 2.11 .L R .
and
x ja x dx s 0 for j s 0, 1. 2.12 .  .H
1R
Ç0, 1 1 .The Besov space B is the collection of all f g S 9 R that can be1
written as
`
f s l a , 2.13 . j j
js1
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 4` ` < <  .where l satisfies  l - ` and each a is a 1, ` Besov atom.j js1 js1 j j
 .Convergence of 2.13 is in the distributional sense. If we define the norm
5 5 0, 1  ` < <.of such an f as f s inf  l , where the infimum is taken overÇB js1 j1
Ç0, 1 .all sums 2.13 , then B becomes a Banach space.1
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.7
 .To prove 1.8 it is enough to show that
5 5 1 5 0 5 1 1Ta s S Ta F C 3.1 .  .H L R .w0
 .for every 1, ` Besov atom, a, where C is independent of a. Indeed,
Ç0, 1 .suppose 3.1 holds and that f g B . Let « ) 0 be arbitrary and write1
`  . ` < <f s  l a , where each a is a 1, ` Besov atom and  l -js1 j j j js1 j
5 5 0, 1f q « . It follows thatÇB1
`
0 01 1 15 5 5 5T f s S Tf s S T l a .  . H L R .w w j j0  / /
1 1js1  .L R
` `
0 1 1 0, 1< < 5 5 < < 5 5F l S Ta F C l F C f q « ,Ç .  . L R . Bj w j j 1
js1 js1
 .and since « ) 0 was arbitrary, 1.8 follows.
 .Since T is a convolution operator, in proving 3.1 we may and do
 .assume without loss of generality, that a is a 1, ` Besov atom centered at
 .the origin. We let I s I 0, r denote the interval, with radius r and center
 .at the origin, associated with a as in 2.8 .
The idea of the proof of this theorem is to break Ta into pieces and
 .show that each piece is either a 1, 1, 2, s atom, for a particular value of
s ) 0, or is one term of a series that belongs to H 1. To this end we let0
` 1.  .  < < 4  .c g C R be such that supp c ; 1r2 F x - 2 , c G 0, c 1 s 1, and0
`  j . c 2 x s 1 for every x / 0. For some fixed N G 1, to be deter-jsy`
mined in Lemma 3.15 below, we define
`
h x s 1 y c x , .  . j
jsNq1
 .  yjy1 y1 .  .  < < Nq2 4where c x s c 2 r x . It follows that supp h ; x F 2 r andj
 . < < Nq1  . i q x .  .h x s 1 for every x F 2 r. We let V x s e K x and write V as
` `
V x s h x V x q c x V x s V x q V x .  .  .  .  .  .  . j 0 j
jsNq1 jsNq1
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so
`
Ta s V ) a q V ) a . 3.2 .  . .0 j
jsNq1
w xUsing arguments similar to those in 1 , which are by now well known
w x 2and therefore omitted, and the result in 6 concerning the L bounded-
 .ness of T , one can easily show that, up to a constant, V ) a is a 1, 1, 2, s0
atom, for s s 1, and hence by Theorem 2.7 there exists a constant C,
independent of a, such that
5 5 1V ) a F C. 3.3 .H0 0
 .We now consider the terms V ) a for j G N q 1 in 3.2 . Because ourj
phase function, q, is a polynomial, the arguments are more delicate than
those for V ) a.0
 .  j < < jq2 4  .  < < 4Since supp c ; 2 r F x - 2 r and supp a ; x F r , it followsj
that
jy1 < < jq3supp V ) a ; 2 r F x F 2 r . 3.4 4  . .j
Using the cancellation properties of a, we see that for l s 0, 1,
x l V ) a x dx . .H j
1R
s x l V y a x y y dy dx .  .H H j
1 1R R
l
il ly is V y x y y y a x y y dx dy .  .  .H Hj  /1 1 iR R is0
l
il ly is y V y x y y a x y y dx dy s 0. 3.5 .  .  .  . H Hj / 1 1i R Ris0
`  .In considering the series  V ) a we will find it necessary to treatjsNq1 j
separately the V ) a whose supports contain the zeros of q9. To this endj
we let
d
iq x s a x s a x y m x y m ??? x y m , .  .  .  . i d 1 2 d
is0
where m , 1 F i F d, are the roots of q. We note thati
d d< <q x . yd i< < < <s x a x F a i id< <x is0 is0
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< <for every x G 1, so
d
d< < < < < <q x F a x .  i /
is0
< <for every x G 1. In fact, for 0 F l F d,
< l < < < dy lD q x F C x 3.6 .  .l
< <for every x G 1, where C depends on l and on the coefficients of q.l
 .Along with the upper bound 3.6 , we desire a lower bound on q9. To
establish this bound we consider
d
iy1q9 x s ia x s da x y n x y n ??? x y n , .  .  .  . i d 1 2 dy1
is1
w kq1 k xwhere n , 1 F i F d y 1 are the roots of q9. Let I s y2 r, y2 r ji k
w k kq1 x  .2 r, 2 r and suppose Re n g I .i k
< < < <Note that if x f I j I j I , then x y n ) x r2. If we letky1 k kq1 i
dy1
 4Z s y g I j I j I : Re n g I j 0 , 4 .D ky1 k kq1 i k
is1
then it follows that for any x f Z,
< <d ad dy1< < < < < < < < < < < <q9 x s da x y n x y n ??? x y n ) x . 3.7 .  .d 1 2 dy1 dy12
This is the lower bound that we desire. Note that this bound is valid only
on R1 _ Z.
 jq3 4 If we define B s j g Z: Z l D I / 0u and G s j g Z: j G N qis jy2 i
4  11 _ B, then for any j g G, the set of good indices, we have Z l x g R :
jy2 < < jq4 4  .2 r F x F 2 r s 0u . For those indices j g G, if x g supp V ) a ;j
 jy1 < < jq3 4  .  < < 4 jy2 < <2 r F z F 2 r and y g supp a ; z F r , then 2 r F x y y F
jq4  .2 r, since j y 2 s j y 1 y 1 G N y 1 G 0, and it follows that x y
y f Z and hence that
< <d ad dy1 dy1< < < < < <q9 x y y ) x y y s C x y y . . ddy12
FIG. 1. The diadic intervals.
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We now return to our series, which we break into two pieces:
`
V ) a s V ) a q V ) a . .  .  .  j j j
jsNq1 jgG jgB
jGNq1
We concentrate first on the terms V ) a for which j g B. For each suchj
term we obtain
i q xyy . yjy1 y1< <V ) a x s e c 2 r x y y K x y y a y dy .  .  .  . .  .Hj
< <y Fr
< <a y .
2y j y1 yj y115 5F C dy F 2 r 2 r a F C2 r . .H L`R .< <x y y
and it follows that
5 5 2 1 y1r2V ) a F Cr . 3.8 .L R .j
Using a similar argument, we obtain
5 5 2 1 5 5 2 1 y3r2V ) a 9 s V ) a9 F Cr . 3.9 . . L R . L R .j j
 .  .  .  .In light of 3.4 , 3.5 , 3.8 , and 3.9 , we see that, up to a constant, V ) aj
 .is a 1, 1, 2, s atom, with s s 1, for each j g B for which j G N q 1. Since
 .B contains at most 20 d y 1 elements, it follows that
15 5V ) a F V ) a F C , 3.10 . .  Hj j 0
jgB jgB
1jGNq1 H 0
where C is a constant independent of the atom a.
 .  .In light of 3.3 and 3.10 , we see that to finish this proof it will suffice
to show that there exists a constant C, independent of a, such that
5 5 1V ) a F C. 3.11 . Hj 0
jgG
To prove the existence of such a constant we require three lemmas, the
proofs of which are discussed in the final section. The first two of these
w xlemmas are Lemmas 2.9 and 2.3 in 1 , as adapted to our setting. The
 .  . w xresults of the third lemma are inequalities 3.4 and 3.5 in 3 , as adapted
to our setting.
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LEMMA 3.12. Suppose 2 jy2r F 1. Then there exist constants, C, such that
y1jy2 yjV ) a x F C 2 r 2 3.13 .  . . .j
and
y2jy2 yjV ) a 9 x F C 2 r 2 , 3.14 .  . . .j
where the constants depend on the coefficients of the polynomial q.
LEMMA 3.15. Let s be a nonnegati¨ e integer less than or equal to 1, and
 .suppose a is a measurable function, supported on the inter¨ al I s yr, r
and satisfying the conditions
 . l  .1i H x a x dx s 0 for e¨ery integer l such that 0 F l F s,R
 . 5 5 ` 1 y1ii a F r ,L R .
 . 5 5 ` 1 y2iii a9 F r , where the deri¨ ati¨ e is in the distributional sense.L R .
Let
iq xyy . lA r , a s sup e a y y dy , .  .Hj
1jy1 jq3 R< <2 rF x F2 r
where l F s and q is a polynomial of degree d G 2. Then for each j g Z for
which 2 jy2r G 1,
A r , a F Cr dq l2 jdy1. , 3.16 .  .j
where C is independent of a and j. Furthermore, there exists an N g N such
that for j G N, 2 jy2r G 1, and for j f B,
ydj l jA r , a F C 2 r r 2 , 3.17 .  . .j
where N is independent of a, and C is independent of a and j.
LEMMA 3.18. For j g G such that 2 jy2r G 1, and any measurable func-
 .tion, a, supported in the inter¨ al I s yr, r and satisfying the conditions of
Lemma 3.15,
y1j yj d jdy1. yd yjdy1.
` 15 5V ) a F C 2 r 2 q min r 2 , r 2 3.19 4  . .  .L R .j
and
y1j y1 yj d jdy1. yd yjdy1.
` 15 5V ) a 9 F C 2 r r 2 q min r 2 , p 2 . 4 . .  .L R .j
3.20 .
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 .Returning to the proof of 3.11 , we break each term of the series into
several pieces as follows:
` dt
15 5 < <V ) a s w )V ) a y dy dx . .H H H Hj t j0 21 t< <R 0 xyy -t
dt2 r
< <s ??? dy dxH H H 2jq5 t< < < <x F2 r 0 xyy -t
dtjq32 r < <q ??? dy dxH H H 2jq5 t< < < <x F2 r 2 r xyy -t
` dt
< <q ??? dy dxH H H 2jq5 jq3 t< < < <x F2 r 2 r xyy -t
` dt
< <q ??? dy dxH H H 2jq5 jq3 t< < < <x )2 r 2 r xyy -t
dtjq32 r < <q ??? dy dxH H H 2jq5 t< < < <x )2 r 0 xyy -t
s I q I q I q I q I .1 2 3 4 5
 .By the support condition 3.4 for V ) a, we obtain I s 0. Using thej 5
cancellation property of w we obtain for I and I ,1 3
2 r
I s w y y z V ) a z .  . .H H H H1 t j
jq5 1< < < <x F2 r 0 xyy -t R
dt
y V ) a y dz dy dx . . .j 2t
5 5 ` 1 j 2F V ) a 9 C 2 r . L R .j w
and
` 1 y y z
I s wH H H H3  /jq5 jq3 1 t t< < < <x F2 r 2 r xyy -t R
1 y dt
y w V ) a z dz dy dx . .j 2 / /t t t
` dt
jq3
` 1 1 15 5 5 5F V ) a 2 r w9 dy dxL R . L R .H H Hj 3jq5 jq3 t< < < <x F2 r 2 r xyy -t
j 5 5 ` 1s C 2 r V ) a .L R .w j
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Using the cancellation property of V ) a we bound I asj 4
` y y z y
I F w y wH H H H4  /  /jq5 jq3 jy1 jq3 t t< < < < < <x )2 r 2 r xyy -t 2 rF z F2 r
=
dt
< <V ) a z dz dy dx . .j 3t
` dt2jq3
` 1 ` 15 5 5 5F 2 r w9 V ) a dy dx . L R . L R .H H Hj 4jq5 t< < < < < <x )2 r x r4 xyy -t
j 5 5 ` 1F C 2 r V ) a . . L R .j
Finally, we bound I as2
y y z dz dtjq32 r
` 15 5I F V ) a w dy dxL R .H H H H2 j 2 /jq5 1 t t t< < < <x F2 r 2 r xyy -t R
5 5 1 1 5 5 ` 1 j jq2F C w V ) a 2 r ln 2 . .L R . L R .j
j jq2 5 5 ` 1s C 2 r ln 2 V ) a . . . L R .j
Using the bounds for I , 1 F i F 5, Lemma 3.12, and Lemma 3.18, wei
obtain
5 5 1V ) a Hj 0
jgG
5 5 1 5 5 1s V ) a q V ) a H Hj j0 0
jgG jgG
jy2 jy22 rG1 2 rF1
j 2 5 5 ` 1 j 5 5 ` 1F C 2 r V ) a 9 q 2 r V ) a . L R . L R .j j
jy22 rG1
j jq2 5 5 ` 1q 2 r ln 2 V ) a . . .L R .j
j 2 5 5 ` 1 j 5 5 ` 1q C 2 r V ) a 9 q 2 r V ) a . L R . L R .j j
jy22 rF1
j jq2 5 5 ` 1q 2 r ln 2 V ) a . . .L R .j
`
yj yj jq2 d jdy1. yd yjdy1.F C 2 q 2 ln 2 q min r 2 , r 2 4 .
js2
qln 2 jq2 min r d2 jdy1. , ryd 2yjdy1. 4 . .
`
y2 j yj yj jq2q C 2 q 2 q 2 ln 2 . .
js2
F C ,d
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 .where C depends on d but not on r. This proves 3.11 and hence ourd
theorem.
4. PROOFS OF LEMMAS
In this section we discuss the proofs of Lemmas 3.12 and 3.15. The proof
 .  .of Lemma 3.18 is quite similar to the proofs of statements 3.4 and 3.5 in
w x3 so we omit it.
Proof of Lemma 3.12. Recall that
V ) a x s eiq xyy .c 2yjy1ry1 x y y K x y y a y dy .  .  .  . .  .Hj
< <y Fr
 .  jy1 < < jq3 4and supp V ) a ; 2 r F x F 2 r . If we letj
Ä i q z . yjy1 y1K z s e c 2 r z K z , .  .  . .
 .then since K is a kernel of type 1, 2 , we obtain
y1yll jy2Ä< <D K z F C 2 r .  .
jy2 < < jq4for 0 F l F 2 and 2 r F z F 2 r. Note that the constant, C, depends
on the coefficients of the polynomial, q.
Using the cancellation condition of a,
Ä Ä< <V ) a x s K x y y y K x a y dy .  .  .  . .  .Hj
< <y Fr
y2 y1jy2 2 jy2 yj
` 15 5F C 2 r r a F C 2 r 2 , .  .L R .
and similarly,
y2jy2 yj< <V ) a 9 x F C 2 r 2 , .  . .j
where the constants in both expressions depend on the polynomial, q.
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 .Proof of Lemma 3.15. Using inequality 3.6 and the cancellation prop-
jy1 < < jq3erty of a, for any x satisfying 2 r F x F 2 r, we obtain
li q xyy . l i q xyy . i q x .< < < < < <e a y y dy F e y e a y y dy .  .H H
1 < <R y Fr
< < < < lq1 < <s q9 x y j y a y dy .  .H
< <y Fr
< < dy1 < < lq1 < <F C x y j y a y dy .H
< <y Fr
F Cr dq12 jdy1.
 .from which 3.16 follows.
 . jy1 < < jq3 < <To prove 3.17 we fix 2 r F x F 2 r and consider y F r. Note
jy2 < < jq4that 2 r F x y y F 2 r so for j f B we have x, x y y f Z and by
 . <  . < < < dy1 <  . < < < dy13.7 it follows that q9 x ) C x and q9 x y y ) C x y y .d d
 .  .  . < <Letting q9 x s q9 x y y q yq0 x y j , where j F r we have
< < < < < <q9 x y y G q9 x y r sup q0 x y j .  .  .
< <j Fr
< < dy1 < < dy2G C x y r sup C x y j .
< <j Fr
dy1 dy2jy1 jq4G C 2 r y rC 2 r .  .
dy1j yjs C 2 r 1 y C2 . . .
So, there exists an N G 1 such that for every j G N,
dy1j< <q9 x y y G C 2 r .  .
jy1 < < jq3 < <for every x and y satisfying 2 r F x F 2 r and y F r. Integrating by
parts we obtain
d i
iq xyy . l i q xyy . le a y y dy s e a y y dy .  .  .H H
1 1 dy q9 x y y .R R
d a y y l .
i q xyy .s yi e dyH  /dy q9 x y y .< <y Fr
d 1
i q xyy . ls yi e a y y .H  /dy q9 x y y .< <y Fr
l ly1a9 y y l y a y .  .
q q dy.
q9 x y y q9 x y y .  .
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It follows that
i q xyy . le a y y dy .H
1R
< <y2 < < < < < < lF q9 x y y q0 x y y a y y .  .  .H 
< <y Fr
< <y1 < < < < l < < < < ly1q q9 x y y a9 y y q l a y y dy .  .  . . .
< <y2 dy1. < < dy2 5 5 ` 1 lF C x y y x y y a rH L R .
< <y Fr
< <ydq1 5 5 ` 1 l 5 5 ` 1 ly1qC x y y a9 r q l a r dy .L R . L R . .
ydj j lF C 2 r 2 r , .
 .which proves 3.17 .
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